Albert George Bruhn
17 Mill View Terrace
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877
(203) 788-0416
Dear Attorney Russell D. Bernstein:
On behalf of my son Eric Albert Bruhn, I salute you as the finest attorney in State of Florida.
With God’s guidance, I was lead to your website and discovered you and pursued action to
contact you to explain my son’s predicament stemming from what I consider mismanagement
on part of relative of my family regarding the supervision of Eric to set-up for poor judgment calls
on Eric’s part that landed him in trouble with the law.
I was amazed and educated about Florida law and witnessed firsthand your outstanding legal
professionalism both with me in conference in your office and in court as well. Your knowledge
and experience with law allows clients such as my son and I included having hope in our judicial
system.
You are punctual and exceptionally responsive in any attempt to contact you about a case
matter regarding Eric with me. You never miss a beat. You tell it like it is like it or not and that is
the high degree of caliber and integrity you represent as an outstanding counselor of law for
anyone.
From the moment I first contacted you by phone and e-mailed you to my stay in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida during court procedure regarding my son’s case to being an active
participant in the legal process between Florida and Connecticut, I always had a sense of wellbeing with you as the legal leader in our case – my son’s disposition/status with Florida from
temporary incarceration to probation and its transfer from Florida to Connecticut and now back
to Florida for dismissal
I hereby highly recommend you as an attorney at law for anyone in need of excellence in
defense of anyone confronting legal action with State of Florida. You bring the sunshine state to
the happiest mode of operation and yield only the best of best essential vitamin C too.

Respectfully Submitted,

Albert George Bruhn

